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The Rev. Canon James Turrell  

It’s funny how we jump, in our readings in these Sundays of Easter season, from 
post-resurrection appearances on the Third Sunday of Easter all the way back before the 
crucifixion on these next several Sundays. We jump back to the night before Jesus was crucified, 
when he is gathered with his closest followers. A large chunk of John’s gospel is made up of this 
farewell discourse. And it’s an odd choice for Easter season, none of the triumphant vindication 
of the angels announcing at the empty tomb, “he is not here; he is risen;” none of the rich layers 
of storytelling in the tale of the encounter with two followers on the road to Emmaus, as he was 
revealed in the breaking of bread; none of the showmanship of walking through walls and 
showing his wounds to Thomas. It’s kind of a downer, when you think of the context, really. 

And it’s that context that lies behind Thomas’s question today. Jesus pronounces, “Do 
not let your hearts be troubled,” and you can almost see the disciples’ cartoon “thought-bubbles:” 
yeah, right. The temple authorities have it in for Jesus and by extension his followers, and the 
Romans are always anxious about civil unrest around the time of the Passover, so they are 
probably taking a dim view of this wandering preacher from the countryside who says unsettling 
things. Anyone in that room with Jesus would be forgiven for having troubled hearts. Things 
look grim, and they are only likely to get worse. 

“Do not let your hearts be troubled,” Jesus tried to reassure them. “I go and prepare a 
place for you,” he says, “and I will come again and will take with me... And you know the way 
to the place where I am going.” And finally Thomas can’t take it anymore, and he voices that 
plaintive, “we do not know where you are going. How can we know the way?”. 

It comes across as one of the great straight lines in history—a slow pitch across the plate 
so that Jesus can utter that line that has become so familiar that it’s almost a slogan: “I am the 
way, and the truth, and the life. No one comes to the Father except through me.”  

But there’s nothing scripted either in the line or the response. Thomas is truly worried. 
Jesus truly tries to reassure him. Don’t imagine the response in the stained-glass voice of a 
professional preacher—imagine it in the voice of a parent, responding to the fear in the night of a 
child. 

Because as scary as the circumstances were for Thomas and the others that night, the 
unknown was even more terrifying. They knew it was bad; they didn’t know how much worse it 
was going to get, or for how long. And Jesus responds to that by saying, in effect, “stick with me, 
and keep the faith, and it will be OK in the end.” 

That’s Easter faith. Stick with Jesus, keep the faith, and in the end, whatever may assail 
us in this life, we know that we will rest in the presence of God.  

And perhaps it is a dose of what we need to hear now, too. If Thomas and the others were 
shut away in a room, scared of what was outside, unsure of how long they would be under threat, 
and terrified of what they could not predict, well, that’s a pretty good description of life in our 
present age of pandemic. We are all, in different ways, hunkering down; what we do know about 
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the virus and its effects is scary; what we know we don’t know is even scarier. And we don’t 
know how long this will go on. 

Much like those close followers of Jesus, pretty much all we can do is hold onto that 
Easter faith: stick with Jesus, follow wherever this road will lead, and trust that in the end we 
will rest in the presence of God. 

Some days, lately, I feel a lot like Thomas. I want to know where all this is leading. 
Sometimes this rears up in small ways—the unwinding of all of those summer plans we had 
made at our house, all those things that would have meant travel and crowds and the things that 
make epidemiologists sleep badly. Sometimes it works itself out in more significant ways: how 
do I keep my wife and son safe and well; what do we need to have stored up if both parents get 
sick and no one can get to the grocery store for two weeks; is my living will up to date in case 
the worst happens. And then there’s the worry about what will be left of our churches and 
schools and institutions when they have a vaccine and we get to emerge for our caves. I want to 
know where this road is going—if I just knew that, at least I could prepare. Perhaps it would 
simply soothe my need for a sense of control, but I think it’s deeper than that: most of us can 
endure a great deal, if we know that it has an end. True despair rears up when we think we will 
never be freed. 

So I feel a lot like Thomas: we don’t know where this is going. How can we know the 
way?  

But Jesus’s answer meets both Thomas and me in our fears. And maybe you can find 
something in his answer, too.  

If Jesus is the way, the truth, and life itself, then whatever the authorities in the first 
century or the natural world in the twenty-first may throw at us, we know that in the end we can 
persevere. If Jesus is the way, the truth, and the door to eternal life in the presence of the eternal 
Father, then whatever may assail us in this life is robbed of its significance, in the end.  

Jesus rarely gives easy answers. But he often gives simple ones. (Love God and love your 
neighbor, for example, are certainly straightforward, but they are a lot harder to do all the time.) 
This is one of those cases: Jesus is the way, and life itself. Trust in Jesus, trust in his promise that 
we are all made in the image and likeness of God, beloved children for whom God gave his all. 
And after that, everything else is second-order.  

That won’t make temple authorities or viruses go away. But it will take away some of 
their power over us, their power to terrify. And it will remind us that whatever happens in this 
life, we have a heavenly Father who loves us beyond words, in whose presence we will rest 
forever. 

And that is good news for us all. 
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